
How to Plant a Tree: 
A Photo Guide by 

Keep Durham Beautiful



What You’ll Need 

A tree: 3 main types for planting.

Mulch Stakes and ties Arbor Guards

Shovel Hard Rake
Pruners or other 

cutting tool



Step One: Dig the Hole
-Container tree: Hole should be wide and deep enough for root ball to fit with the 
root collar level to the unbroken ground.

-Bareroot tree: Hole should be at least as wide as the lateral root system and as 
deep as the taproot, with the root collar level to the unbroken ground.



Step Two: Prepare Tree to Be Planted
-Container tree: Remove root ball from container, chop/loosen any circling or 
bound roots, remove any binding from branches.

-Bareroot tree: Remove any dead or damaged roots, remove any binding from 
branches.



Step Three: Put the Tree in the Ground
-Container Tree: Ensure root collar is level with the ground and tree is standing 
straight with lateral branches oriented parallel to the street/sidewalk. 

-Bareroot Tree: Have someone hold the tree in correct position while you add 
enough dirt to secure it in position. If lateral roots are long, chop a slit in the 
surrounding earth and feed them into it to prevent having to dig a large hole.



Step Four: Backfill the Hole
-Container Tree: Dump any remaining potting soil into the hole and backfill with 
chopped soil from hole. Remove any large rocks, debris, or chunks of grass from 
the soil before adding to the hole. Use shovel periodically to ensure no air 
pockets/equal distribution of soil around tree. Lightly compact soil (no need to 
press down hard). Make sure the root collar is visible.

-Bareroot Tree: Continue to hold tree secure while backfilling with soil from the 
hole. Remove any large rocks, debris, or chunks of grass from the soil before 
adding to the hole. Lightly compact soil. Make sure the root collar is visible.

Note: The soil will settle, so put as much of the dirt back in the hole as possible 
without covering the root collar.



Step Five: Staking the Tree
-Container Tree: If stake was included in the pot, leave it with the tree. If not, push 
one stake into the ground as far as you can, roughly a couple inches away from 
the trunk. Secure with ties, allowing some room for the tree to move.

-Bareroot Tree: Before totally filling the hole, push two stakes into the earth on 
either side of the trunk as far down as you can. After filling the hole, secure the 
stakes with ties, allowing some room for the tree to move. 



Step Six: Add the Arborguard
-Container OR Bareroot: Ensure the beveled end of the arbor guard is pointing 
down. Pull sleeve open and place around base of trunk.



Step Seven: Add the Mulch
-Follow the Rule of 3’s: 3 inches from the trunk, 3 inches deep, 3 feet around.

-Make sure the root collar remains visible. No volcanoes!



Step Eight: Clean Up!
-Remove any trash or debris (binding from the trees, unearthed trash from the 
hole, planting flags, etc.) and place them in containers.

-Neatly stack any containers, consolidating trash/rocks/grass as necessary.

-Remember, this is (likely) someone’s home, and we want to leave it looking nice!

-When possible, water the tree immediately after planting.


